
Works with your existing
security systems to power your
GSOC (no need to rip and
replace)
Freedom to integrate or
maximize any technology 
Decrease costs while increasing
efficiency

Intelligent, efficient, and scalable security

HiveWatch  GSOC Operating System is a cloud-based SaaS platform built for
physical corporate security teams to strengthen their current security
technologies. It requires no additional hardware, allows for the consolidation
of disparate programs and systems, and reduces false alarms.

The first-ever Security Fusion Platform

Do more, with less

hivewatch.com

Gain total visibility of your
security operations in a complete
platform
Take security practices from
reactive to proactive, responding
to threats before they become
incidents
Securely scale and grow your
organization

Connect data across 
siloed security systems
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Device health 
monitoring

Budgeting and
forecasting

False alarm 
reduction

Program insights
& metrics

Ready to take your security to the next level? 
Request a demo at hivewatch.com/demo

Tailgate
detection

Solve for common security pitfalls

hivewatch.com

At HiveWatch, our mission is to facilitate better communication and
operations by empowering the modern security team (our customers) with
data-forward insights and solutions. From proper implementation, to team
training, to embedded security experts, we’re here to help you reach your
security goals, ultimately keeping your people, brand, and assets safe. 

Committed to customer success

Direct to customer 
24/7 support
Receive a dedicated integration and onboarding specialist
30-day implementation
Personalized customer success and project management
Extensive knowledge base



The HiveWatch  Guard Mobile App connects your field resources (guards) to
your operations center without the need for expensive radio solutions or
cumbersome call sheets. Used in conjunction with the HiveWatch  GSOC
Operating System, guards can communicate directly with GSOC Operators
and Program Managers through voice messages to quickly resolve incidents. 

Guard Mobile App

Features

hivewatch.com

Say goodbye to old-school radios

                                                Guards can see when
new incidents occur near their posts, which
guards are addressing them, and their position
to improve response tactics. 
                                          Guards receive event
details surrounding emerging incidents
including precise location and video clips,
saving valuable response time and increasing
situational awareness. 
                     Assess response performance to
identify high performers, adjust response
standard operating procedures, and evaluate
security program designs.

Seamless Coordination: 

Situational Context:

Analytics: 
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